
ALCANTARA 



The valley of the Alcantara is a territory that, in tourist or social circle, doesn't have defined limits; in 

naturalistic field it points out the basin of the river Alcantara. The basin of the river Alcantara also has a 

hilly-mountainous typology; only toward the mouth of the river a level area is constituted by an ample 

vegetation enriched by agricultural crops. Anciently the Alcantara was called by the Greek Akesineses and 

by the Roman Onobolas. The name comes from the term of Arabic origin To the qantar.  

The Alcantara river springs up from the Nebrodis to Serra Baratta in the Province in Messina. 



The Alcantara river, in Latin Assinus and in ancient Greek Akessine, is a river in Eastern Sicily 53 

kilometers long, tributary of the Ionian sea. The Alcantara is one of the main Sicilian rivers for 

average course of water. 

Its water basin extends for around 603 km² in 

the provinces of Messina and Catania and it 

is protected by the corporate body River 

Park of the Alcantara. 

THE ALCANTARA RIVER 

Its important tributaries are: Flascio, St. Paul, 

Favoscuro, Fondachello, Roccella and Petrolo. 



There are also some testimonies of industrial archaeology; the kinetic 

energy of the water that turns it into electric energy. The first production of 

electric energy occurred between the end of the 19th and the beginning of 

the 20th century and hydroelectric energy is still produced in Castiglione di 

Sicilia. 



The gorges of the river 

Alcantara, known all over the 

world, are a destination for 

thousands of tourists every year. 

They are up to 25 meters high. 

The particularity of this gorge 

consists in the structure of the 

walls, created by castings of 

basaltic stone (poor of silicon 

but rich of iron, magnesium and 

kick). The lava  once flowed 

cooled very quickly, creating 

prismatic, pentagonal and 

hexagonal forms. 

THE GORGES OF ALCANTARA 

 



The Little Gorges 

The little gorges are also called «Gurne», they are easily 

reacheable and very applealing and evocative. 



The whole valley preserves an entire natural environment 

and diversified  kinds of aquatic plants  

We find a great variety of grassy plants as the 

Gigaro 

Among the aquatic flora we find some idrofites 

like the aquatic Veronica. 

A particular ecological importance has the 

Ranuncolo    which is found only here.  



The territory entertains also a particularly rich fauna. 

The acquatic Merlo The Dormouse The Viper 

The Golden Eagle The Kingfisher 
The Quail 



The Valley of Alcantara and its 

Byzantine past 

Both for historical an geographical reasons, Sicily has always 

been a crossroad between East and West, yet maintaining its 

own Catholic faith. 



The «Cube» is a Byzantine or paleochristian chapel. This chapels were built by Basilian orthodox monks 

from the VII century.  

The word Cuba has a controversial origin. According tho some scholars, the term comes from the Latin 

«cupa» or from the Arab «kubba». 



Byzantine ecclesiastical architecture was strictly geometrical and 

based on cubic forms.  The «cubas» have a Greek cross plant, a 

dome, a central space and usually three apses. 



The Santa Domenica Cuba 
Usually called «’a cubula» by local people, it was maybe built by Basilian monks 

between the VII and the IX century, or more likely during the Arab-Norman 

period between the X and the XI century. 

  



The Alcantara Valley is a territory rich in 

naturalistic and historical patrimony, to be 

protected and promoted ever after! 


